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The “History Wars” and the “Comfort Woman” Issue:
Revisionism and the Right-wing in Contemporary Japan and
the U.S.

Tomomi Yamaguchi

This pair of articles draws on talks by Tomomi
Yamaguchi and Satoko Oka Norimatsu at the
seminar “The ‘History Wars’ and the ‘Comfort
Woman’ Issue: Revisionism and the Right-wing
in Contemporary Japan, U.S., and Canada,” at
the Institute of Asian Research, the University
of  British  Columbia  (Vancouver,  BC),  hosted
jointly by the Centre of Korean Research and
the  Centre  for  Japanese  Research,  on
November  21,  2019.  Tomomi  Yamaguchi
discusses the “history wars” over the “comfort
woman” issue in Japan and the U.S., followed
by Satoko Oka Norimatsu’s “Canada’s ‘History
Wars’:  The Comfort  Women and the Nanjing
Massacre.” 

 

Event poster by the Centre for Korean
Research and the Centre for Japanese

Research, University of British Columbia

 

 

Introduction1

On August  3rd  2019,  the  “After  Freedom of
Expression?” portion of the Aichi Triennale, an
international arts festival held in Nagoya and
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organized  by  the  artistic  director,  journalist
Tsuda Daisuke and an executive committee led
by the governor of Aichi, Omura Hideaki, was
closed  just  three  days  after  it  opened  as  a
result  of  intense  controversy  over  the
exhibition.2  “After  Freedom  of  Expression?”
was  an  exhibition  that  presented works  that
had not previously been exhibited in Japan due
to censorship (including self-censorship). Thus,
many  of  the  works  included  were  already
controversial,  but  the  protests  centered
particularly on the “Statue of Peace,” designed
by Korean sculptors Kim Seo-kyung and Kim
Eun-sung  to  honor  the  victims  of  Japanese
military sexual slavery. The Mayor of Nagoya,
Kawamura  Takashi,  requested  that  Aichi
Governor  Omura  remove  the  sculpture  and
close  the  exhibit,  saying it  “tramples  on the
feeling  of  the  Japanese.”3  More  politicians’
remarks criticizing the exhibit followed, as well
as  intense  protests  against  the  exhibit  –
especially  concerning  the  statue  –  which
included numerous phone calls  and faxes  by
anonymous citizens. One fax even threatened to
firebomb  the  exhibit.  As  a  result  of  court
mediation and negotiation, “After ‘Freedom of
Expression?” finally reopened on October 8th,
only  to  end a week later  at  the time of  the
event’s  originally  scheduled  October  14th
closure.  Nevertheless,  the  Cultural  Affairs
Agency of the Japanese government announced
it would withhold from the Aichi Triennale the
previously  committed  78  mil l ion-yen
government  subsidy. 4

The situation surrounding the Statue of Peace
at  the  Aichi  Triennale  demonstrates  the
widespread  nature  of  historical  revisionist
discourse  and  actions  concerning  “comfort
women”, and their sometimes violent nature, in
Japan.  Matsukawa  Rui,  a  member  of  the
national legislature’s upper house (the House
of  Councilors)  from  the  ruling  Liberal
Democratic Party, and a former official in the
Ministry  of  Foreign  Affairs,  tweeted  and
commented  on  this  incident  on  August  3rd:
“The Japanese government is fully committed

to the removal of the “comfort women” statues
all  over  the  world.”5  Matsukawa’s  remark
illustrates  the  Japanese  government’s  deep
concern,  or  obsession,  concerning  “comfort
woman”  statues  and  the  issue  of  wartime
sexual slavery. 

In  fact,  the  Japanese  government  and  neo-
nationalist  forces  have repeatedly  challenged
global efforts to commemorate the history of
“comfort  women”.  Since  the  building  of  the
Statue  of  Peace  in  front  of  the  Japanese
Embassy  in  Seoul  in  December  2011,  the
Japanese right, as well as the government, have
repeatedly criticized, challenged, and sought to
eliminate “comfort woman” memorials abroad
in  places  including  South  Korea,  the
Philippines,  Australia,  Germany,  Canada  and
the United States. 

The Japanese right considers the removal of the
“comfort  women” memorials  one of  the core
fights in their “Rekishisen” (History Wars). The
term,  “history  wars”  was  initially  coined  by
Japan’s most conservative national newspaper,
Sankei Shimbun, in April 2014, in its new series
entitled “The History Wars.”6 While the series
is ongoing, earlier portions have already been
published as books in Japanese and English. 

 

The Japanese version (left), and the
bilingual version in English and Japanese

https://censorship.social/
https://censorship.social/artists/kim-seo-kyung-kim-eun-sung/
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on the right. Sankei’s History Wars.7

 

The  series  focuses  on  Japan’s  disagreements
with  South  Korea  and  China  concerning
historical events pertaining to Japan’s colonial
history, and the “comfort woman” issue is the
most prominent, and emotionally charged issue
dealt with. The series charges that Japan is a
victim of “false indictment” by South Korea and
China, and thus has had no choice but to fight
against the accusations. The use of the “war”
metaphor  in  the  “history  wars”  is  closely
connected to revisionist  history,  according to
which the comfort woman issue was fabricated
to inflame diplomatic tensions and to put forth
a one-sided, unfair evaluation of Japan in the
international  community,  by  China,  South
Korea  as  well  as  the  Japanese  left  and  the
liberal media. These “history wars” reified by
the  conservatives  are  currently  occurring
abroad,  especially  in  the  U.S.,  which  the
Japanese  right-wing  considers  the  “main
battlefield,”  or  “shusenjō”,  of  the  comfort
woman  issue,  as  monuments  and  statues  of
“comfort  women”  are  being  built  across  the
United States. 

There are presently sixteen “comfort women”
memorials in North America. 

 

“Comfort  Women”  Memorials  in  North
America  (as  of  Mar  2020)  

Palisades Park, NJ (2010)1.
Nassau County, NY (2012)2.
Garden Grove, CA (2012)3.
Bergen County, NJ (2013)4.
Glendale, CA (2013)5.
Fairfax, VA (2014)6.
Union City, NJ (2014)7.
Southfield, MI (2014)8.
Toronto, ON, Canada (2015)9.
Brookhaven, GA (2017)10.
Cliffside Park, NJ (2017)11.

San Francisco, CA (2017)12.
Manhattan, New York City, NY (2017)13.
Fort Lee, NJ (2018)14.
Annandale, VA (2019)15.
Hamden, CT (2020)16.

(Those in italics are built in private locations.) 

 

After  briefly  reviewing  the  history  of  the
backlash against the “comfort woman” issue in
post-1990s  Japan,  this  article  focuses  on
developments since 2012, when attacks on the
“comfort woman” issue intensified after Japan’s
ruling  party,  the  Liberal  Democratic  Party
(LDP), regained power and Abe Shinzo became
prime  minister  for  the  second  time  in
December of that year. Drawing on fieldwork
on Japanese  right-wing  activities  in  the  U.S.
and  Japan,  I  demonstrate  how  the  acts  of
remembering  and  commemorating  the
survivors’  experiences  of  wartime  violence
against  women  became  such  a  contentious,
political issue and mobilized the Japanese right-
wing so intensely. I focus on the controversy
over  the  building  of  the  “comfort  women”
memorials  in  the  US.  Following this,  Satoko
Oka  Norimatsu  introduces  Canada’s  “history
wars”.

 

 

Right-wing Revisionists and their Claims

By 1997, information about “comfort women”
had been added to all junior high school history
textbooks in Japan, but attacks from the right
wing  on  the  “comfort  woman”  issue  were
growing in intensity with the emergence of a
new  revisionist  history  movement.  The
establishment of Atarashii Rekishi Kyōkasho o
Tsukurukai  (the Society for History Textbook
Reform) in 1996 was especially significant, as it
effectively widened the range of participants in
the movement.  In 1997,  Nippon Kaigi  (Japan
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Conference),  Japan’s  largest  conservative
alliance  organization,  was  founded.8  For
Nippon  Kaigi,  the  interpretation  of  Japan’s
colonial  history  cannot  be  separated  from
discussions of constitutional revision, which is
the  organization’s  prime  goal.9  The  current
prime  minister,  Abe  Shinzo,  was  then  at  an
early stage of his political career and he took
part in the movement.10

The  basic  line  of  revisionist  arguments
emerged  in  the  1990s.  They  deny  the
involvement of the Japanese military and the
forcible recruitment of “comfort women,” and
thus denounce the Kono statement of 1993.11

They  also  reject  the  characterization  of  the
comfort  station  system  as  military  sexual
slavery, and claim that the number of Korean
“comfort  women”  recruited  for  the  Japanese
military has been exaggerated.  They call  out
the  Japanese  leftist  and  liberal  media  as
“fabricators”  of  the  “comfort  woman”  issue,
calling  them  “anti-Japan”  Japanese. 1 2

Furthermore, they came to target the “comfort
woman”  issue  itself  as  consisting  of  false
accusations, and characterizing the testimonies
of the “comfort women” as untrustworthy. 

Abe  Shinzo  became Prime Minister  in  2006,
and  in  March  2007,  he  made  a  statement
denying  the  forcible  nature  of  the  “comfort
woman” system. As a desperate attempt to stop
the passage of US House Resolution 121, which
asked  the  Japanese  government  to  make  a
formal  apology  for  its  engagement  in  the
“comfort woman” system, a group of Japanese
conservative  intellectuals,  activists  and
politicians  –  supporters  of  Abe  –  in  June
published an opinion ad headlined “The Facts”
in  the  Washington  Post,  on  their  revisionist
version  of  the  history  of  comfort  women.
Current  Nagoya  mayor,  Kawamura  Takashi,
mentioned  earlier  regarding  his  remarks
against  the  Statue  of  Peace  at  the  Aichi
Triennale,  was one of  the signatories of  this
advertisement. The ad backfired and angered
many  in  the  international  community  —

especially the United States – resulting in the
passage of House Resolution 121 in July 2007. 

Around  this  time,  a  new  ultranationalist,
xenophobic  movement,  called  the  Action
Conservative  Movement  (ACM),  emerged.  An
anti-Korean group, Zainichi Tokken o Yurusanai
Shimin no Kai (Zaitokukai; The Association of
Citizens Refusing to Tolerate Special Privileges
for zainichi Koreans in Japan),  established in
January  2007,  becoming  the  most  influential
among  them.  These  groups  staged  repeated
counter-actions  against  events  run  by  the
supporters  of  “comfort  women”.  The
movement’s  core  style  was  one  of  breaking
t a b o o s  b y  u s i n g  h a t e  s p e e c h  i n  i t s
demonstrations,  then  broadcasting  these
actions  on  the  internet.  Their  claims  on  the
“comfort  woman”  issue,  however,  were  not
fundamentally  different  from  existing
revisionist  arguments  by  mainstream
conservatives. What they did was to make their
attacks  against  former  “comfort  women”
blatantly  racist  and  sexist.13

The movement also made a strategic choice to
have  women  as  the  spokespeople  of  the
movement  on  the  “comfort  woman”  issue.  A
woman’s  group,  Nadeshiko  Action  (Japanese
Women for Justice and Peace), established and
led by Yamamoto Yumiko, a woman who is a
former  vice  president  and  secretary  of
Zaitokukai,  has  been especially  significant  in
this regard. The first major action of the group
was a counter-demonstration on December 14,
2011 against a feminist demonstration in front
of the Diet in Tokyo that was commemorating
the  1000th  consecutive  weekly  Wednesday
Demonstration  in  Seoul  (begun  in  1992)
demanding  that  Japan  redress  the  comfort
women problem. That was also the day when
the Statue of Peace was unveiled in front of the
Japanese embassy in Seoul. The government of
Japan  under  the  Democratic  Party  of  Japan
immediately demanded the statue’s removal. 

 

https://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/women/fund/state9308.html
https://www.congress.gov/bill/110th-congress/house-resolution/121
http://fendnow.org/encyclopedia/the-facts-2007/
http://fendnow.org/encyclopedia/the-facts-2007/
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Statue of Peace in front of the Embassy of
Japan, Seoul. Photo by author.

 

It was from the date of the completion of the
statue that the Japanese right-wing started to
engage in  activism against  “comfort  woman”
statues, as seen in this march by an ACM group
held  in  2016,  demanding  the  immediate
removal  of  the  “comfort  woman”  statues,  in
Seoul and elsewhere. 

 

An ACM march in Ginza, Tokyo, on June
19, 2016, demanded the removal of the
Statue of Peace in Seoul. The march,

organized by ‘Nikkan Dankō Kyōtō I’inkai,
Teito’ (The Joint Struggle Committee to

Break Diplomatic Relations Between Japan
and South Korea), was entitled

“Demonstration to Demand the Removal of
the ‘Prostitute’s Statue’ in front of the
Japanese Embassy in Seoul.” Photo by

author. 

Abe Shinzo and the History Wars

In  September  2012,  Abe  Shinzo  won  the
election  for  the  LDP  leadership,  on  an
extremely  conservative  platform,  which
included  the  replacement  of  the  Kono
Statement on the comfort women with a new
statement. Abe became the Prime Minister for
the second time in December 2012, the debate
on the “comfort woman” issue intensified, and
discussion on the Kono statement came quickly
to the fore. The government assigned a group
of  intellectuals  to  review  the  statement  and
issue  a  report  (in  June  2014),  though  the
government was still constrained from outright
rejection of the statement. 

In August 2014, the second largest newspaper
in  Japan,  the  Asahi  Shimbun,  known  for  its
l iberalism,  released  the  results  of  its
reexamination of  its  decades-old coverage on
the  “comfort  women.”  The  paper  announced
that its careful reexamination revealed that 16
articles (two more articles were added in 2015)
using the testimony of Yoshida Seiji contained
errors, which they then retracted, while other
articles  on  “comfort  women”  withstood
reexamination and contained no errors.14 In the
wake  of  this  statement,  though,  right-wing
attacks  against  Asahi  Shimbun,  former
“comfort women”, and activists,  scholars and
journalists  working  on  this  issue,  grew  in
number and intensity.  Numerous critiques of
the  Asahi  and  the  “comfort  woman”  issue
appeared in the mass media, and also on the
internet, as well as being featured in right-wing
organizations’ rallies, statements and actions.
Moreover, Japan’s ruling party, the LDP and its
politicians,  openly criticized the Asahi  for its
errors  and  said  that  its  failure  to  truly
acknowledge  them  was  ruining  Japan’s
international  reputation.15

https://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000042173.pdf
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With the Asahi bashing in 2014, conservatives
thought  that  they  had  “won”  the  “comfort
woman” issue in Japan. The right-wing started
to  ca l l  the  Un i ted  S ta tes  the  “main
battleground” of the “history wars,” especially
on  the  “comfort  woman”  issue,  from around
2013  and  more  extensively  from  2014.  The
main countries involved in these “history wars”
were Japan, South Korea, and China.16 　These
right-wing efforts to fight the “history wars” in
the “major battleground” support the Japanese
government’s  much  larger  efforts  to
disseminate its version of “historical facts” on
issues such as “comfort women.” 

 

The  Controversy  Over  the  “Comfort
Women”  Memorials  in  the  U.S.

In 2010, the first “comfort woman” memorial
was built in the United States, next to a public
library  in  Palisades  Park,  New Jersey.  More
than half the residents of the city are of Korean
ancestry.17

 

Palisades Park Memorial. Photo by author.

 

Being a small memorial plaque in location that
was  not  prominent,  it  did  not  gain  much
attention at first. However, after the unveiling

of the Statue of Peace in Seoul in December
2011,  journalist  Okamoto  Akiko,  involved  in
Nippon Kaigi then, published an article on the
Palisades  Park  memorial  in  the  conservative
Seiron magazine’s May 2012 issue (which came
out in April) published by Sankei in Japan. The
article  claimed that  Japanese children in the
U.S. are being bullied because of the memorial,
though  the  author  provided  no  concrete
evidence that  that  was occurring.18  This  was
likely the first time that anyone problematized
a comfort woman memorial in the U.S. 

Within  a  month,  in  May  2012,  the  Japanese
Consulate in New York contacted the city of
Palisades  Park,  requesting  meetings  with
administrators,  and asked for the removal  of
the monument. Next, a delegation from Japan,
with four Diet representatives from the Liberal
Democratic  Party,  Furuya  Keiji,  Yamatani
Eriko, Takemoto Naokazu and Tsukada Ichiro,
vis i ted  the  city,  again  asking  for  the
monument’s  removal. 1 9  A  former  city
councilman  of  Palisades  Park  told  me  how
astonished he was, but he, as well as others in
the  city,  resisted  the  Japanese  government’s
pressure.  With  these  developments,  this
previously  ignored  small  monument  was
covered  in  the  New  York  Times,  and  its
existence came to be widely known.20

In  Japan,  following  Abe  Shinzo’s  election  as
LDP leader in September 2012, the Japanese
right quickly moved to express its displeasure
about  the  Palisades  Park  monument.  On
November 6, weeks before re-assuming the role
of Prime Minister in December, Abe signed his
name  to  a  revisionist  paid  advertisement
entitled “Yes, we remember the facts” in The
Star-Ledger, a local New Jersey paper. This ad
was supported by the same group of Japanese
conservative  intellectuals,  journalists  and
politicians that had published “The Facts” ad in
2007 as a reaction against House Resolution
121  that  supported  a  formal  apology  to
“comfort  women”.

https://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/19/nyregion/monument-in-palisades-park-nj-irritates-japanese-officials.html
http://fendnow.org/encyclopedia/yes-we-remember-the-facts-2012/
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Memorials  were  subsequently  planned  to  be
built  in  multiple  locations  in  North  America,
leading in turn to mass protest emails being
sent  from  Japan  to  mayors,  city  council
members,  and others  in  influential  positions.
There  have  also  been  failed  attempts  at
building monuments and statues, such as in the
cities of Buena Park, California in 2013, and
Fullerton, California in 2015. There were also
cases  in  which  attempts  to  build  memorials
failed, and they moved to different cities, as in
Atlanta,  Georgia  where  the  planned  statue
moved to a neighboring city of Brookhaven in
2017. Likewise, in Burnaby, British Columbia,
Canada,  the  statue  could  not  be  built  and
eventually moved to Toronto, Ontario in 2015,
the case that Satoko Oka Norimatsu discusses
in this issue. These cases illustrate the success
of the Japanese government and right-wingers’
attempts  to  persuade  local  politicians  and
bureaucrats  to  stop  the  building  of  the
memorials.  

The discussion on building a memorial in Buena
Park was happening around the same time as
in Glendale, California, the city that erected the
“Statue of Peace” for the first time in the U.S.
The Japanese consulate in  LA and the right-
wing forces in Japan and the U.S. worked hard
to stop the building of them. Mayor of Buena
Park, Elizabeth Swift, showed me the materials
that  she  received  from  the  Japanese
government and Japanese people opposing the
statue, including manga by Rompa Project,  a
group led by Fujii Mitsuhiko and supported by
a  political  party,  The  Happiness  Realization
Party,  backed  by  a  religious  organization,
Happy  Science  (Kōfuku  no  Kagaku) . 2 1

Thousands of protest emails of mostly the same
content were sent to the city of  Buena Park
from Japan, though the mayor said they were
not effective. Mayor Swift also told me that she
received  information  from  the  Japanese
Consulate in Los Angeles and was invited to the
residence  of  the  consul  general.  The  other
likely more important factor was the opposition
voiced  by  a  Buena  Park  resident  Robert  M.

Wada,  a  second-generation  of  Japanese
A m e r i c a n  w h o  w e n t  t h r o u g h  m a s s
incarceration  of  Japanese  Americans  during
WWII,  and  also  a  Korean  War  veteran.22  In
Glendale, prominent Japanese American groups
and individuals based in the LA area supported
the statue, yet Wada wrote an opposition letter
to the Mayor of  Buena Park and to the city
council members, and sent the same letter to
the  LA-based  Japanese  American  paper,  the
Rafu Shimpo. It was the first vocal opposition
by a Japanese American, and Wada’s opposition
was used extensively by Sankei and Japanese
right-wing  activists  to  support  their  claim
against  the  memorials.  Later  in  2015,  Wada
sent similar letters to Fullerton, a neighboring
city of Buena Park, as well as Burnaby, BC in
Canada. In the end, both cities did not build the
statues. 

The J fact and The J Facts manga by
Rompa Project, received by the City of
Buena Park. The yellow-colored animal

character is Tokkuma-kun, a mascot of the
Happiness Realization Party. Photo by

author.

 

Even in cities where a memorial was eventually
built,  some  went  through  extraordinary
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struggles.  One  such  example  is  Southfield
Michigan,  a  suburb  of  Detroit,  where  local
Korean-American citizens formed the “Comfort
Women  Peace  Statue  Project”  in  2012,  and
began working toward building the first-ever
Statue of Peace in the U.S. at the Southfield
City  Library.  The  design  was  based  on  the
Statue of Peace in Seoul. Those involved in the
project told me how difficult it was to find a
public location to build the statue, due to the
consistent  interference  by  the  Consulate
General  of  Japan  in  Detroit,  as  well  as  by
Japanese corporations, most notably Densō, a
major auto parts manufacturer with its North
American headquarters in Southfield.23 After an
almost-successful  deal  with  the  Southfield
library failed in 2013, the group reached out to
a number of possible locations – cities in the
Metro  Detroit  area,  public  universities  and
museums.  All  attempts  to  build  in  a  public
location, however, ended in failure. According
to Korean Americans involved in the project,
the auto industry is extremely important in the
region,  and  people  feared  undermining  the
relationship with the Japanese auto industry.
After a few years of struggle, they gave up on
building the statue in a public location, and in
2014 they placed it in front of their own facility,
the Korean American Cultural Center. 

 

The Statue of Peace in front of the Korean
American Cultural Center in Southfield MI.

Photo by author.

 

The leaders of the project repeatedly told me
how important  it  was  for  them to  build  the
statue in a public location, as their purpose was
to educate the American public on this issue.

 

The Statue of Peace in Glendale

While  Southfield  was  struggling  to  find  a
location  for  the  Statue  of  Peace,  the  same
statue was built in a public park in front of the
city library in Glendale, California in July 2013. 
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The Statue of Peace in Glendale Central
Park, Glendale, CA. Photo by author. 

 

This became the first Statue of Peace built in
North America. It was placed in the public park
at the center of the City of Glendale, near Los
Angeles.  The  Korean  American  Forum  of
California (KAFC)24  played the central role in
building  the  statue.  Its  leader,  Phyllis  Kim,
emphasized  the  significance  of  building
memorials in public locations, since the main
purpose  of  such  memorials  is  educational.
Although KAFC took the initial leadership role
in building the statue,  Korean-Americans are
not a majority in the city of Glendale, a city
notable  for  its  large  Armenian-American
population  (approximately  40%  of  the  city’s
population).25 Some members of the city saw a
connection  between  the  experiences  and
ancestral memories of the Armenian genocide
with those of “comfort women.”26

 

The Glendale Statue with artwork by local
artist, Ara Oshagan, “Landscape of

Memory: Witnesses and Remnants of the
Armenian Genocide” in Glendale Central

Park, May 2018. Photo by author. 

 

It  is  also  significant  that  Japanese-American
organizations  and  citizens  supported  this
project. The members of Nikkei for Civil Rights
and Redress (NCRR) and the local chapter of
the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL)
expressed  solidarity  with  KALC by  attending
the  unveiling  ceremony.27  Emi  Koyama notes
that  Japanese  Americans  connected  their
memories  of  the  internment  of  Japanese
Americans during WWII and their struggles to
secure an official apology and reparations from
the US government for the internment to the
experiences  of  former  “comfort  women”  and
their  demand  for  an  official  apology  and
reparations to the Japanese government.28 The
primary objectors to the Glendale statue were
the  Japanese  government,  rightists  in  Japan,
and Japanese residents in the U.S. as well as
shin-issei,  new post-war  immigrants,  most  of
whom migrated during the “bubble” economy
period in Japan.29

When  the  plan  was  under  discussion  in  the
Glendale  City  Council,  Nadeshiko Action  and
other  Japanese  right-wing  groups  mobilized
Japanese mass protest emails and faxes. Local
Japanese and shin-issei residents in the LA area
attended  the  public  hearing  to  express
opposition on July  9,  2013.  The city  council,
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however, voted in favor of building the statue,
and it was unveiled on the 30th of July of that
year.

In Japan, there was outrage over the Glendale
statue  among  right-wing  individuals  and
groups,  and  conservative  media,  especially
Sankei,  reported the story extensively.  A day
before the unveiling of the Glendale statue, on
July  29,  2013,  non-mainstream  right-wing
groups  in  Japan  founded  Ianfu  no  Shinjitsu
Kokumin Undō (the People’s Campaign for the
Truth about  Comfort  Women)  as  a  “counter-
propaganda”  movement  to  “protect  Japan’s
honor”, especially in the U.S. and at the United
Nations. The group mobilized protests against
statues and monuments in the U.S., while more
mainstream movements, such as Nippon Kaigi,
have been less  visible,  yet  exercised greater
influence on the Japanese government and the
ruling LDP party. 

In  February  2014,  the  Global  Alliance  for
Historical Truth (GAHT) in Southern California
filed a lawsuit in federal court and later in the
California  state  court  against  the  City  of
Glendale,  seeking  removal  of  the  Glendale
memorial.30  The  Global  Alliance  is  a  new
organization  established  by  Koichi  Mera,31

former faculty member of USC, along with the
Japanese  rightists  involved  in  the  People’s
Campaign for the Truth about Comfort Women,
two weeks before the lawsuit was filed. Mera
became  the  leader  and  most  prominent
member  of  GAHT,  and  Japanese  right-wing
intellectuals  and  activists  served  as  board
members.32 In the lawsuit, GAHT claimed that
the city infringed on the federal government’s
exclusive authority to conduct foreign affairs by
enacting the memorial. GAHT did not address
the issue of Japan-bashing and bullying against
Japanese children by Koreans and Americans in
the  lawsuit,  but  they  used  such  stories  to
mobilize Japanese and Japanese-Americans in
the  U.S.  and  Japan.  The  tale  of  bullying,
without any concrete evidence, spread further
via  media  coverage  of  the  Glendale  statue,

including in right-wing manga such as Manga
Daikenkanryū (Manga Big Hate Korean Wave)
and Hinomaru Gaisen Otome (The Girls Trying
to Bring About National Pride).33

GAHT lost  the  case  in  the  U.S.  district  and
appeals’  courts.  GAHT  also  lost  in  the
California State court as well, and was ordered
to pay damages under the anti-SLAPP statute
that penalizes those who are found to have filed
lawsuits  frivolously  with  the  intention  to
censor,  intimidate,  and  silence  opponents.
Their  petition to  the  U.S.  Supreme Court  to
review the circuit court ruling was denied on
February 27, 2017. In a highly unusual move,
the Government of Japan filed an amicus curie
brief to the U.S. Supreme Court in February
2017 in support of GAHT’s petition. 

In  Japan,  there  were  multiple  collective
lawsuits brought in 2015 by three right-wing
organizations  against  the  Asahi  Shimbun.34

While  each lawsuit  differed in  its  claims,  all
emphasized the damage to Japan’s reputation
in the international  community  and Japanese
peoples’  great suffering in the United States
due  to  the  Asahi  coverage,  or  rather,
“fabrication”, of the “comfort woman” issue. All
used the “comfort woman” memorials abroad,
especially Glendale statue, as the catalyst for
extensive bullying of Japanese people, without
providing persuasive evidence, and all lost their
cases. 

Among the three lawsuits, the Asahi Shimbun
took most seriously as the one most relevant to
the  statues  in  the  U.S.,  was  the  collective
lawsuit  called  the  Asahi  Glendale  Lawsuit,
supported by Nippon Kaigi, Japan’s largest and
one  of  the  most  influential  conservative
organizations. The lawsuit was initially filed on
February 18, 2015, with about 2,500 Japanese
individuals  named  as  plaintiffs;  while  most
were living in Japan, three Japanese were living
in  Southern  California  (later  another  person
living  in  New  Jersey  joined  the  suit).  The
complaint  declared  that  the  Asahi  fabricated

https://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000231732.pdf
https://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000231732.pdf
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coverage of the “comfort women” issue, which
had  a  major  impact  on  the  international
community’s  understanding of  the issue,  and
damaged Japan’s  reputation  and the  lives  of
Japanese  people  in  the  U.S.  The  complaint
asked  for  1  million  yen  in  damages  for  the
three  plaintiffs  living  near  Glendale,  and
demanded  the  Asah i  pub l i sh  a  pa id
advertisement containing a “written apology by
the Asahi Shimbun company” in The New York
Times,  The  Los  Angeles  Times,  and  The
Guardian, as well as in major Japanese papers.
The plaintiffs  lost  the case in  Tokyo District
Court  in  December,  2016,  and  the  Tokyo
Appeals  Court  supported  the  lower  court’s
decision in February 2018.  The plaintiffs  did
not appeal. 

The story of bullying against Japanese people
was emphasized in the lawsuit by lawyers and
allies who supported the case, though not all
the plaintiffs agreed on the existence of such
bullying.35 Despite the losses, plaintiffs of both
lawsuits  in  the  U.S.  and  Japan  emphasized
positive outcomes from the lawsuits. For GAHT,
the submission of the amicus curie brief from
the  Japanese  government  was  their  major
triumph in the “history wars”, as it meant they
had  successfully  persuaded  the  Japanese
government  to  actively  participate  in  their
cause.  The  attorneys  and  supporters  of  the
cases  in  Japan,  especially  the Asahi-Glendale
Lawsuit  backed  by  Nippon  Kaigi ,  also
emphasized positive outcomes by claiming that
the court recognized the existence of damage
to  Japanese  residents  in  the  U.S.,  such  as
bullying, threats and insults. The Asahi had not
contested this issue in court, yet the plaintiffs
and lawyers, in appealing to their supporters,
touted this as a formal admission by the court
of the existence of bullying. 

Both  GAHT  and  the  support  group  for  the
Asahi-Glendale  lawsuit  held  multiple  rallies
both in Japan and the United States to mobilize
support  for  their  cases.  Local  Japanese
residents in the U.S. organized events at which

scholars, lawyers and activists from Japan and
the U.S. spoke about the trial and the “history
wars”, especially in the Los Angeles and New
York areas, including the United Nations. 

 

Flyer for Himawari Japan event, featuring
Takahashi Shiro, Sugita Mio, Takasaki

Yasuhiro and Tokunaga Shin’ichi, August
23, 2016. Source

 

https://bit.ly/2vAURb0
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Flyer for the “Misunderstood Comfort
Women” session co-sponsored by GAHT
and Nadeshiko Action (Japanese Women

for Justice and Peace) held during the 60th
UN Commission on the Status of Women,
New York City, March 16, 2016. Source

 

In  order to  engage in activism and host  the
events,  new organizations,  such as Himawari
Japan in New Jersey, were formed. While the
leader  of  Himawari  Japan  participated  in
Nippon  Kaigi’s  Asahi  Glendale  lawsuit  as  a
plaintiff, religious group Happy Science played
a significant role in helping to organize these
events.  In  addition,  free  papers  often
distributed at Japanese restaurants and grocery
stores in the U.S. covered the stories from a
right-wing,  revisionist  perspective,  in  some
cases functioning as an important connection
point for Japanese residents in the U.S.,  and
also  in  Canada  as  Satoko  Oka  Norimatsu
explains in the case of Vancouver Shinpō.36

 

An article on the gathering of NY Rekishi
Mondai Kenkyukai (New York Historical
Issues Study Group), inviting Nishioka

Tsutomu, Takahashi Shiro and Yamaoka
Tetsuhide from Japan in a free paper,

Weekly NY Biz, September 9, 2017

 

Hence,  despite  losing  in  court,  they  spread
their message that the widely accepted version
of  the  history  of  “comfort  women”  in  the
international community is “fake,” via multiple
gatherings, media and online reports, by having
the  Japanese  government  come out  on  their
side.  The  language  that  the  right-wing  now
uses  regarding  this  issue  ranges  from
“propaganda” and “fake news” to  “plot”  and
“anti-Japan hate”. Conservatives try to portray
South  Korea,  China  and  leftist  Japanese  as
enemies  filled  with  a  hidden  political,  anti-
Japan agenda, and magnify the scale of their

http://fendnow.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/20160316_gaht.jpg
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(imagined)  impact.  Yet  the  governments  of
South Korea and China have nothing to do with
building  “comfort  women”  memorials  in  the
US,  and  the  Asahi  Shimbun,  viewed  by  the
Japanese right as the voice of the Japanese left,
is  not read widely outside of  Japan, and has
little impact on public opinion in the U.S.

 

A flyer for a rally reporting on the Asahi-
Glendale Lawsuit, “The Front Line in the

History Wars: The ‘Fake’ News of the Asahi
and the Anti-Japan Movement Spreading to
the World”, held in Tokyo in Feb 8, 2018.

Statues in Major Cities:
Atlanta/Brookhaven and San Francisco

With the Asahi’s retraction of the articles on
Yoshida Seiji and the bashing of the Asahi in
2014, conservatives in Japan consider that they
have “won” on the “comfort woman” issue in
Japan.  The  diplomatic  agreement  between
South  Korea  and  Japan  on  the  “comfort
women”  in  December  2015  furthered  the
feeling that the issue has been concluded, with
the statement that “this issue is resolved finally
and irreversibly with this announcement” in the
agreement. Yet the agreement did not reflect
any of the survivors’ voices, and the “comfort
women” issue concerns women of many Asian
nations other than South Korea. Yet in Japan,
the idea that the comfort women issue is only a
diplomatic  matter  between  South  Korea  and
Japan, and that the issue should be closed by
the agreement, has prevailed. Furthermore, the
Japanese government claims that the removal
of the Statue of Peace in Seoul was one of the
conditions for the “agreement,” and continues
to insist upon its removal, and more recently, it
insists on the removal of all other statues and
memorials  throughout  the world,  despite  the
fact  that  the  national  government  of  South
Korea has not been involved in the construction
of any of them.

So the conflict continues. In 2017, there were
movements to build “comfort women” statues
in two major cities in the U.S. in Atlanta and
San  Francisco.  The  Atlanta  effort  eventually
failed and the statue built for it was donated to
the Atlanta suburb of Brookhaven, Georgia. The
statue in San Francisco was successfully built
despite  major  protests  from  the  Japanese
government, San Francisco’s now-former sister
city  of  Osaka,  and Japanese right-wingers  in
Japan and the U.S. 

In June 2017, the Atlanta suburb of Brookhaven
became the first city in the southern U.S. to
install a comfort woman memorial, the Statue
of Peace. 

https://www.mofa.go.jp/a_o/na/kr/page4e_000364.html
https://www.mofa.go.jp/a_o/na/kr/page4e_000364.html
https://www.mofa.go.jp/a_o/na/kr/page4e_000364.html
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The Statue of Peace in Blackburn Park of
Brookhaven, GA. Photo by Kelly Ahn.

 

The original plan by the local activist group,
Atlanta Comfort Women Memorial Task Force,
however, was to have the statue at the National
Center for Civil and Human Rights in Atlanta, a
major tourist destination. Yet three weeks after
the agreement to place the statue there, the
Center  withdrew  from  it,  and  local  media
reported that the Japanese consul general  of
Atlanta  had met  with  local  business  leaders,
officials  of  the  Center,  and  other  influential
people,  “to  express  concerns  and  threaten
Japanese  business  fall-out  from erecting  this
memorial,” the same tactic that the Japanese
government used in Southfield, Michigan and
elsewhere.  The  Center  withdrew  from  the
agreement,  and  instead,  the  Task  Force
succeeded  in  persuading  the  City  of
Brookhaven  to  accept  the  donation  of  the
statue. Attempts by the Japanese consulate to
block  the  acceptance  and  installation  of  the
statue in Brookhaven failed.

 

National Center for Civil and Human
Rights in Atlanta, the originally proposed
location for the Statue of Peace. Photo by

author.

 

Though  this  represents  a  familiar  story  of
intervention  by  the  Japanese  government  to
prevent the installation of the statue, what is
noticeable  about  the Brookhaven case is  the
overtly  visible  role  that  the  local  Consul
General  of  Japan based in Atlanta played. In
June 2017, when Brookhaven decided to install
the statue, Consul General Shinozuka Takashi
said  in  an  interview  with  the  local  media,
Reporter Newspapers,  “Maybe you know that
in Asian culture, in some countries,  we have
girls who decide to go to take this job to help
their family,”  and the statue is  a “symbol of
hatred and resentment against Japanese”. This
remark was reported by Reporter Newspapers,
which  also  wrote  that  the  consul  general
described  “comfort  women”  as  “paid
prostitutes”,  which  prompted  international
outrage. Later, another consul, Oyama Tomoko,
attended a  Brookhaven City  Council  meeting
and  delivered  a  public  comment  of  the
Japanese  government’s  opposition  to  the
statue.  Also  there  were  right-wing  Japanese
citizens and their supporters, such as “Texas
Daddy” Tony Marano, and the leader of a local
branch  of  Happy  Science  who  expressed
opposition to the statue and denied the history
of the “comfort woman”. 

In September 2017, San Francisco became the

https://www.reporternewspapers.net/2017/06/23/japanese-consul-general-brookhaven-memorial-symbol-hatred/
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first major city in the U.S. to build a “comfort
woman”  statue,  and  the  unveiling  ceremony
was held at St. Mary’s Park in Chinatown. 

“Women’s Column of Strength” by Steven
Whyte, San Francisco, CA. Photo by

author. 

 

The statue was initially proposed by Chinese-
Americans  from  the  Global  Alliance  for
Preserving the History of World War II in Asia.
Yet it soon became a pan-Asian-American effort
as the project also faced extensive opposition
from  the  Japanese  right,  the  Japanese
Consulate  of  San Francisco,  and the  City  of
Osaka, at that time San Francisco’s sister city
in Japan. Citizens who supported the memorial
project  founded  a  new  organization,  the
Comfort  Woman  Justice  Coalition  (CWJC),
consisting of Chinese-, Korean-, Filipino-, and
Japanese-Americans,  as  well  as  Jewish-
Americans,  peace activists,  and many others.
The  design  of  the  San  Francisco  statue
represents  the  pan-Asian  nature  of  the
coalition, with girls from China, Korea, and the
Philippines  depicted,  while  the  first  comfort
woman who came forward publicly,  in  1991,
Kim  Hak-Sun,  looks  at  them.37  Japanese
Americans, including former congressman Mike
Honda, public defender Jeff Adachi, director of
the  Fred  T.  Korematsu  Institute,  Karen

Korematsu, activists of NCRR, as well as those
who  are  of  zainichi  Korean,  Okinawan,  and
Japanese heritage were among the supporters
of the memorial project. 

It is interesting that in San Francisco some –
though not all – Japanese-American community
members, reportedly under threat of possible
withdrawal of grant and aid money from the
Japanese consulate, and the termination of the
sister  city  relation  with  the  City  of  Osaka,
opposed  the  statue. 3 8  In  other  words,
interference by the Japanese government and
the City of Osaka was extremely divisive for the
local Asian American community.

As a result of the city’s acceptance of the statue
in  November  2017,  the  c i ty  of  Osaka
terminated its sister city relationship with San
Francisco in October 2018. The ironic outcome
for  the  Japanese  right-wing  was  that  news
about the statue, which was initially only local
news, became a significant international story
that  was  widely  reported,  with  the  so-called
“Streisand  Effect,”  the  phenomenon  when
attempts to censor or hide information results
in the politicization of that information.39

 

Ongoing  Pressure  by  the  Japanese
Government:  Annandale,  VA

Subsequently,  more  “comfort  women”
memorials were built  on private property.  In
some cases, the private location was chosen to
avoid  interference  from  the  Japanese
government and the right-wing, and in other
cases,  as  discussed  in  the  example  of
Southfield,  Michigan,  pressure  from  the
Japanese government and sister cities in Japan
prevented securing a public location. 

The  Japanese  government  and  right-wing
organizations  complain  and  intervene  in  the
building of “comfort women” memorials even
when  they  are  to  be  installed  on  private
property.  For  example,  when  the  Statue  of
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Peace was erected at the Museum of Korean
American Heritage in  Manhattan,  New York,
the Sankei Newspaper of Japan reported that
the  Japanese  consulate  pressured  local
politicians not to attend the unveiling event.40

 

The Statue of Peace at the Museum of
Korean American Heritage in Manhattan.

Photo by author.

 

On October 27, 2019, a new Statue of Peace
was  unveiled  in  Annandale,  Virginia,  near
Washington DC, which has one of the largest
concentrations of Korean Americans in the U.S.
The statue was erected on private property in
front  of  a  commercial  building,  with  direct
access to a major street. 

 

The unveiling ceremony of the Statue of
Peace in Annandale, VA on October 27,

2019, with survivor Gil Won-Ok. Photo by
author.

 

The  Executive  Committee  for  the  Statue  of
Peace, the citizens’  organization that erected
the statue,  announced that “the long-awaited
and  long-postponed  Statue  of  Peace  is  now
visible in Annandale,  Virginia,”  referencing a
three-year struggle to find a location for the
statue.41 The statue was donated by the Korean
Council for Women Drafted for Military Sexual
Slavery (now the Korean Council for Justice and
Remembrance for the Issues of Military Sexual
Slavery)  and  Yeesol  Cosmetics  of  Korea  in
2016, to the Korean American community with
the aim of locating it in the Washington, DC
area. However, they faced “the real existence
of pressure and force” – likely by the Japanese
government  –  against  the  installation.  After
three  years,  they  were  able  to  install  it  on
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private property outside of DC. Jungsil Lee, one
of  the co-chairs  of  the Executive Committee,
acknowledge to  me that  it  was not  the best
location, and the group would like to continue
looking  for  a  location  in  Washington.
Nevertheless,  many  people  attended  the
unveiling,  including  elected  officials  such  as
Lieutenant Governor Justin Fairfax of Virginia
and other state and county officials; a former
victim and survivor,  92-year old Gil  Won-Ok;
and Yoon Mee-Hyang, the chair of the Korean
Council. The presence of politicians, as well as
many foreign correspondents from the media in
Korea and Japan at the ceremony, indicates the
powerful  impact  of  locating  the  statue  near
Washington DC, even in a private location. The
opposition  and  pressure  that  the  Japanese
government  places  on  attempts  to  erect
memorials  anywhere,  including  private
property, may have enhanced the news value of
the installation of the statue. 

In  her  speech  at  the  unveiling  ceremony,
Jungsil Lee emphasized the significance of the
statue  for  commemorating  the  survivors,
crit icized  the  fai lure  of  the  Japanese
government  to  meet  the  demands  of  the
victims, and called for an official apology and
legal  reparations,  suggested  by  House
Resolution 121 in 2007.42 Lee also said that the
statue is a “teachable memorial to the public
and to the next generation,” and it is also for
the  activists  involved  in  the  comfort  women
redress movement, and for all victims of sexual

assault everywhere. Despite these aims, most
of the Japanese media reported that this statue
could  impact  diplomatic  relations  between
South  Korea  and  Japan  for  the  worse,  even
though  the  building  of  this  statue  was  a
Korean-American  citizens’  project,  and  had
nothing  to  do  with  the  South  Korean
government. I, as a Japanese citizen living in
the U.S., was there at the ceremony, so that I
could express my sincere support and gratitude
for  this  project,  and  share  this  important
moment with other activists, including survivor
and  activist  Gil  Won-ok  and  many  Korean
American activists. 

The “history wars” by the Japanese government
and the right-wing continue, and efforts by the
Japanese government to intervene in citizens’
projects to build “comfort women” memorials
are intensifying. These right-wing efforts help
the  Japanese  government’s  efforts  to
disseminate its version of “historical facts” on
its  colonial  past.  Despite  opposition  by  the
Japanese government and the right-wing, and
their  effort  to  disseminate  “historical  facts”,
that is to deny the Japanese government’s and
military’s  responsibility  for  wartime  sexual
slavery, “comfort women” memorials continue
to  be  built,  and  the  redress  movement
continues  in  the  U.S.  and  elsewhere.  

 

This is the first of a two-part article. Part two, entitled “Canada’s ‘History Wars: The ‘Comfort
Women’ and the Nanjing Massacre” by Satoko Oka Norimatsu, is available here.

 

Tomomi Yamaguchi is an associate professor of Anthropology at Montana State University.
She is a cultural anthropologist and studies social movements in Japan, especially regarding
feminist and right-wing movements. She is a co-author (with Nogawa Motokazu, Tessa
Morris-Suzuki and Emi Koyama) of Umi o Wataru Ianfu Mondai: Uha no Rekishisen o Tou

https://apjjf.org/2020/6/Norimatsu.html
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[The “Comfort Woman” Issue Goes Overseas: Questioning the Right-wing “History Wars”],
Iwanami Shoten, 2016. She is also an author of “The ‘History Wars’ and the ‘Comfort Woman’
Issue: The Significance of Nippon Kaigi in the Revisionist Movement in Contemporary Japan”
in Pyong Gap Min, Thomas Chung and Sejung Sage Yim eds. Japanese Military Sexual
Slavery: The transnational redress movement for the victims. Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter,
2020.
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